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Abstract
The competition of an electrical Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) formula

student in Thailand gave the opportunity to students to express their ideas of design,
fabrication as well as project management to construct a racing car. In this study, we focused
on a material selection to design a cockpit of student formula car built by student’s team from
Thai-Nichi Institute of Technology (TNI). The goal of our cockpit design is to obtain high
strength-to-weight ratio structure in order to avoid occurrence of failure and save the driver.
Therefore, this research aims to optimize mechanical properties of the three parameters;
bending, tensile, and shear strength using finite element method (FEM). Sandwich-structured
composites composed of carbon fiber prepregs used at upper and lower sheets with aluminum
honeycomb as a middle core, were selected as the material to construct a monocoque chassis
of formula car. The directional deformation along loading direction of specimens were
calculated by a FEM software; ANSYS 18.1, and they were plotted to compare with the
force-displacement curves from each case of experimental results.
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Introduction
“Formula Student (FSAE)” is the competition that aims to bring college students to do

from design, building until to test the racing car performance. During the competition, several
factors, e.g. economic design and cost, are considered and evaluated through static events
while acceleration, efficiency, skid pad, and endurance are evaluated through dynamic events.

As Thai-Nichi Institute of Technology (TNI) students have participated TSAE
competition held by Thailand SAE since 2008, we are considering that weight and torsional
stiffness play a vital role in the design of chassis and the performance of the racing car.
Lightweight structures increase fuel efficiency. High torsional stiffness, meanwhile, enhance
the racing car performance under dynamic events since high sustainability of radial shaft can
be achieved under rotation resulting in high torque engine (Sampo et al., 2010). To the best of
our knowledge, monocoque chassis is a lightweight as well as torsional stiffness is two times
higher than a conventional space frame chassis (Christensen, 2015).

The objective of this study is to investigate three parameters of bending strength,
tensile strength, and shear strength using finite element analysis to provide design guidelines
of sandwich-structured composite for monocoque chassis of racing car body.
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Methodology

Figure 1 shows the methodology in this study, which is comprised of three main
stages: Design module, ANSYS Composite Prep Post (ACP) and Static structural module.
The processes of simulations started from design module. 3D image of sandwich-structured
composite was created in CATIA and quadrilateral mesh was constructed in ANSYS. ACP
module was used to define direction of carbon fiber reinforced composite sheets and
boundary conditions of bending, shear and tensile test was set and simulated under static
conditions. Elastic properties of carbon fibers and aluminum honeycomb for simulation in
ANSYS are shown in Table 1.

Figure1 Schematic diagram of FEM modeling

Table 1 Elastic properties of the material used for FEM simulation [1].
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Experimental procedures
The configurations of sandwich-structured composite were decided based on FEM

results. Specimens were comprised of five layers of laminated structure of carbon fiber
prepregs in upper and lower sheets with aluminum honeycomb structure in the middle. The
configurations of laminated upper and lower sheets were W45/UD0/W90/UD45/W0; where W
and UD stand for woven and unidirectional carbon fiber prepreg, respectively. The subscripts
are the angle of fiber orientation in degree unit. Thickness of aluminum honeycomb was 20
mm and cell size was 6.4 mm.

Figure 2 shows photographs of experiments carried out based on FSAE rules. Fig.2a)
shows bending test which specimen size was 250x500 mm2. Indentor tube had a diameter 100
mm and compressive load was applied at the center of specimen with the rate of 5 mm/min.
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Fig.2b) shows shear test which specimen size was 100x100 mm2 and supported by simply
support. The 25 mm diameter of punch was used to apply compressive load at the center of
specimen with the rate of 5 mm/min Fig.2c) shows tensile test which specimen size was
275x275 mm2 and supported by fix support at the center. The tensile load was applied
through harness with rate of 5 mm/min.

Figure 2 Photographs of experiments: a) bending test, b) shear test and c) tensile test

Results and discussion
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Figure 3 Force-displacement curves from experimental results with corresponding insets of
the distribution of deformation from simulation results; a) bending, b) shear and c) tensile
tests

Figure 3 a)-c) show force-displacement curves from experiments of bending, shear
and tensile tests, respectively. The inset plots in Fig.3 a)-c) illustrate distribution of
deformation in specimens obtained by FEM simulations which correspond to experimental
results of bending, shear and tensile tests. According to experimental results, specimens
showed the maximum force before the beginning of plastic deformation, were 13.7 kN, 4.8
kN, and 2.3kN for bending, shear and tensile tests, respectively. The corresponding maximum
deformation were at 6.12 mm for bending test, 0.99 mm for shear test as well as 0.99 mm for
tensile test. Simulation results disclosed that the maximum directional deformation along
Y-axis was 6.62 mm for bending test, 1.07 mm for shear test, and 1.05 mm for tensile test.
These directional deformation errors along Y-axis between experiments and simulations were
8.21%, 6.99%, and 5.09%, in bending, shear and tensile tests, respectively, where all errors
are less than 10%, hence, reliable and acceptable simulation results for this study.
Furthermore, our designed configurations of carbon fibers with aluminum honeycomb used to
create sandwich-structured composite for monocoque chassis showed higher bending
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strength, shear strength and tensile strength than the previous study (FSAE, 2019) and
(Hamilton et al., 2013). In addition, the total weight of new racing car decreased 33% in
comparison with our former space frame chassis.

Conclusion
This paper aims to study on mechanical properties of monocoque chassis by using the

finite element method (FEM) to design appropriate structures of sandwich-structured
composite. Simulation results of bending, shear and tensile tests were validated with
experimental results and errors between them are in acceptable range. FEM results indicated
that sandwich-structured composite for monocoque chassis should contain
[W45/UD0/W90/UD45/W0] as orientation of carbon fibers in sandwich-structured composite
with aluminum honeycomb as this configuration shows lighter weight and higher torsional
stiffness than space frame chassis and the previous configurations of sandwich-structured
composite used to create monocoque chassis for racing car.
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